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Abstract. The paper analyzes how and under which assumptions it is possible to
compare (in a relationist setting and relatively to qualities) entities living in dif-
ferent worlds. We begin with a standard technique to construct quality kinds via
an abstraction process. In the first case, the process is applied across all the possi-
ble worlds and we show that the resulting quality system has problematic conse-
quences. Then, we focus on the alternatives that arise when the abstraction process
is applied within each single world independently, i.e., assuming similarity judg-
ments make sense only when referring to entities living in the same world. This sit-
uation leads to worlds with unrelated quality systems and we look at the problem of
quality comparison across worlds. We analyze under which assumptions this com-
parison is possible and discuss its limits by considering the structural information
that one can infer from the elements shared by (two or more) overlapping worlds.
Exploiting the use of such information and comparing this situation with the con-
struction of time in branching worlds, it becomes possible to relate and (in a sense
to be explained) to ‘tune’ the quality systems of different worlds.

Motivations for this work come from epistemological considerations. Consider a
possible world as a context or an information system. The framework we develop
helps to understand whether the quality systems of the two contexts (information
systems) can be related and, if so, it provides a basic methodology to formally link
them.
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Introduction

There are two traditional and alternative views about time and they are often identified
with the two philosophers that most contributed to them, namely, Newton and Leibniz.
The Newtonian position orsubstantiavalismclaims that timeflows equably without re-
lation to anything external, that is, time is a container-like manifold and what happens
occupies it onlycontingently. Leibniz contrasted this position for its ontological import
and pushed forward what is also known asrelationism, i.e., the view that time is derived
from relationships between events. Analogous distinctions arise when dealing with the
notion of space since the view of space as an independentcontainerand the view of
space as a conceptualconstructionare both consistent and philosophically sound.

One can establish a parallelism between this philosophical contraposition about time
and the main philosophical alternatives aboutproperties: universalism, trope theory, and
resemblance nominalism (see [2] for a good overview).Universalismassumes proper-
ties (calleduniversals) as primitive entities of whichparticulars(specific events, objects,
etc.) are instances. Since the nature of universals and their relationships are independent
from the instances, universalism mirrors the substantivalist approach.Trope theoryas-



sumes properties as classes ofexactly resemblingtropes, the latter being individualized
properties that inhere in particulars. That is, properties are constructed from tropes by
recognizing that some particulars possess resembling tropes. Finally,resemblance nomi-
nalismrejects the existence both of tropes and of universals and constructs properties as
classes ofresemblingparticulars. In this case, only one resemblance relation is admitted
and, it is well known, in this approach co-extensional properties are identified (attempts
to overcome this consequence make the construction of properties quite complex [11]).

Both trope theory and resemblance nominalism are interesting theories for com-
paring particulars in a relationist setting. However, to directly connect our approach to
the relationist view of time and space where tropes are not considered, here we take a
weaker position than trope theory but, to avoid complicated constructions, stronger than
resemblance nominalism. More specifically, we assume that particulars are comparable
only with respect to a fixed number of properties. Because we are interested in lengths,
weights, volumes, masses, shapes, colors, etc., we call these propertiesquality kinds. In
addition, we say that two particulars share the samequality if they are indistinguishable
with respect to a quality kind, for example, they have exactly the same weight. In terms
of trope theory, this presupposes a system of type〈O,T1, . . . ,Tn, i,≡〉, whereO is the
set of particulars (also called objects),T1, . . . ,Tn are disjoint sets of tropes correspond-
ing to the quality kinds,i is the inherence relation between tropes and particulars, and≡

is the exact resemblance relation holding only between tropes of the same kind. In this
system, the fact that two particularsx andy share a quality of kindi can be stated by
∃t, s ∈ T i (i(t, x) ∧ i(s, y) ∧ t ≡ s), i.e. qualities can be understood as equivalence classes
of exactly resembling tropes. To avoid tropes we associate to each quality kind a resem-
blance relation directly holding between particulars, i.e. we consider a system of type
〈O,≡1

O, . . . ,≡
n
O〉. The sharing of a quality of kindi is here represented byx ≡i

O y, i.e.
qualities can be associated to equivalence classes of exactly resembling particulars. This
system is stronger than resemblance nominalism because of the presence ofn different
resemblance relations. On the other hand, it is weaker than trope theory because tropes
themselves cannot be reconstructed in it. Note that, those committing to tropes are not
left out. They can rephrase our formalization adopting the definition of thei-resemblance
between particulars proposed above in the system of tropes.

When modeling time (and space) it is standard to introducestructural constraints.
For example, a precedence relation can force time to be linear or branching, a congruence
relation can constrain the metric, etc. Even though less usual, these structural constraints
are not uncommon for quality kinds. For example, a RGB structure can be assumed for
colors, and weights are usually linearly arranged. Clearly different quality kinds have
different structures, therefore, in general, we will apply structural constraints separately
for each quality kind.

The paper starts (section 1) with a basic structure in a single world and develops
to consider more complex structures as well as different possible worlds. The idea is to
look at the construction of time from an event structure as a guideline and to extend it
to possible worlds. The second part (section 2) looks at the different ways to introduce
quality kinds in possible worlds and to relate quality systems of different worlds. Our
motivation is twofold: on the one hand we want to see what needs to be assumed (and
for which reason) in a relationist framework for qualities. On the other hand we want to
understand how and when epistemological considerations should enter to complete the
overall system. If a possible world is seen as a context or an information system, one



can rephrase our work as a theoretical study on how these contexts or systems can be
formally related with a strong emphasis on the principles that may help in setting their
relationships.

1. From events to time, from objects to quality kinds

Following the relationist approach, this section begins defining anabstraction process
and looks at the construction of time in an event structure to later implement it for the
construction of quality kinds. Toward the end of the section, we see how to deal with
structural constraints for quality kinds.

1.1. Abstraction process

Fix a generic structureS = 〈D,≡〉 whereD is a non-empty set (the domain) and≡ is a
reflexive, symmetric and transitive binary relation (an equivalence relation) onD. One
obtains a new structureSe = 〈De,=e〉 whereDe is the set of (non-empty) equivalence
classes1 of D and=e is the equality onDe. The process that leads to the new structure
Se is quite standard and is known asabstraction. In the case of time, the above structure
is called an event structureE = 〈E,≡E〉: E is a non-empty set ofeventsand≡E is the
temporal coincidencerelation between them. The abstract structure ofE, called time
structure, isT = 〈T,=e〉 whereT is informally the set oftimes(temporally indiscernible
events)2. The intuition behind this construction is that different events can be temporally
co-localized, ‘they happen at the same time’ one would say. Times, then, are the result
of abstracting from events by considering their temporal aspect only.

Theories of properties constructed from theresemblencerelation are the result of a
similar process applied on other aspects of the entities in the domain. First, these entities
are grouped via the relation ofexact resemblancewhich is associated to a quality kind.
For example, the property ‘being scarlet’ is abstracted from entities that resemble with
respect to the color quality kind. Formally, givenO = 〈O,≡c

O〉 (whereO is a non-empty
set ofobjectsand≡c

O is the equivalence relation ofcolor exact resemblance in O), it is
possible to build the color abstract structureC = 〈C,=C〉 whereC is the set of equiv-
alence classes representingcolor properties. In presence of different quality kinds, we
consider several resemblance relations, one for each quality kind. Therefore, the general
structure has formO = 〈O,≡1

O, . . . ,≡
n
O〉.

3 From this, we can abstractn different struc-
tures:〈D1,=D1〉, . . . , 〈Dn,=Dn〉 whereDi is the equivalence class of objects resembling
each other with respect to≡i

O (i-resembling, for short), i.e. qualities of kindi.

1That is,xe ∈ De if ( i) xe ⊆ D is non-empty and (ii ) whenevera ∈ xe, thenb ∈ xe if and only if a ≡ b.
2Following standard practice, ‘times’ is used as generic term. Here the events can be extended or punctual.

The construction is exactly the same in both cases although extended events generate extended times, while
punctual events generate punctual times.

3In practice, some≡i
O could be defined on a subset ofO only. This is quite common in knowledge repre-

sentation and can be captured introducing these subsets ofO as separate domains or introducing sorts. These
technicalities are largely irrelevant: they make the formalism more complicated without affecting the general
argument. We disregard them here.



1.2. Structuring

Our next goal is to introduce structural information on the system(s) obtained by ab-
straction. We do this by considering further relations in the structures and studying the
constraints they impose on the quality kinds. Let us go back to the general structure
S = 〈D,≡〉 and its abstraction structureSe = 〈De,=e〉. Structuring relations can be in-
troduced directly at the level of the domain (the set of events in the case of times, the
set of objects in the case of qualities). Let us add the structuring relationR to S and put
S′ = 〈D,≡,R〉. On the basis ofR, a new relationRe (the abstraction ofR) can be defined
in the abstraction structure. LetRbe binary, then we put:xe Re ye , ∃a ∈ xe,b ∈ ye a R b.
The abstraction structure ofS′ is thenS′e = 〈De,=e,Re〉.

Given an event structure, one can induce an ordering on the abstract structure of
times by using a precedence relationCE (asymmetric and transitive, i.e., a strict order)
for R. Let Epre = 〈E,≡E,CE〉 be the event structure〈E,≡E〉 augmented with the new
relation. The idea is to useCE to furtherstructuretimes. The structure we obtain with
the technique described earlier is anordered time structureTpre = 〈T,≡T ,CT〉 where
〈T,=e〉 is a time structure andCT is the abstraction ofCE. Further constraints arise by
considering a quaternary relation between events:e1e2 �E e3e4 stands for “the distance
betweene1 and e2 is less or equal to the distance betweene3 and e4”. This relation
induces metric constraints on events and, indirectly, on times. LetEcg = 〈E,≡E,CE,�E〉

be the previous event structure augmented with�E. The associated time structure is
Tcg = 〈T,=e,CT ,�T〉 where�T is the abstraction of�E.

All the constructions we have just implemented on event structures can be applied
to structures for qualitiesO = 〈O,≡1

O, . . . ,≡
n
O〉 when expanded with structuring relations.

For example, quality kindi can be enriched withm structuring relationsRi
1, . . .R

i
m on

objects that induce corresponding abstraction relationsRi,e
1 , . . .R

i,e
m on qualities.

Digression 1. Instead ofS = 〈D,≡〉, one can start from a structureSp = 〈D,v〉 where
v is a reflexive and transitive binary relation (a pre-order) onD. A new relation≈ on D
is defined byx ≈ y , x v y ∧ y v x, which turns out to be an equivalence relation. At
this point, one applies the previous abstraction process onS′ = 〈D,≈〉. The relationve

(the abstraction ofv) turns out to be an order. One sees that relationsv andve are more
expressive than≡ and=e, they include some (weak) structuring constraint. In temporal
structures withextendedevents, the relationvE is usually interpreted astemporal inclu-
sion. In the case of qualities, the relationvO can be theordered inexact resemblancethat
induces a relation ofspecializationbetween qualities. When we pairvE with a prece-
dence relation as in structure〈E,vE,CE〉, a different abstraction process, known asfilter-
ing, can be defined (see [7,14]). The abstraction process based on filters is stronger than
the one based on equivalence relations since it may generate times that do not correspond
to (the temporal extension of) events in the domainE. We do not discuss further this
alternative since the specific abstraction methods are marginal to our goal. Also, note
that the number of primitive relations in the structures is not very informative since it
may be reduced without loss of expressivity. For example, both a pre-order and a prece-
dence relations can be defined in a structure〈E, ‖〉, where‖ is themeetsrelation between
extended events as defined in [1].

Digression 2. The abstractionRe of a relationR has been defined using an existential
quantifier:xe Re ye was defined by∃a ∈ xe,b ∈ ye such thata R b. It follows that there



might be entitiesc ∈ xe andd ∈ ye that are not in relationR, i.e.,c is equivalent toa, d
is equivalent tob, a R band¬c R d. It may look strange that the same relationship can be
true for some entities and false for others since these very entities are all indistinguishable
with respect to the quality kind related to that relationship. The situation does not change
if Re is defined using a universal quantification: the same problem arises considering
‘negative’ statements. One can force a sort of homogeneity by adding specific constraints
on relationsR like, e.g.,x ≡ y→ ∀z(z R x↔ z R y).

We have seen thatbothtimes (qualities) and their structure are built from events (ob-
jects, respectively) and their relations; nothing else is needed. Technically, it is possible
to introduce the structuring relations directly in the abstract structure and to define the
corresponding relations on events or objects. For example, let us introduce the relation
Re in Se (the abstraction structure ofS). Given Re, in S it is possible to defineR as:
a R biff there existxe, ye ∈ De such thatxe Re ye anda ∈ xe,b ∈ ye. Once the abstraction
process is fixed, it is possible to introduce the structuring relations inSe or inS. External
motivations may drive this choice, like the objective vs. the subjectivenatureof these re-
lations. The philosophical construction of time from events seems to commit to the onto-
logical nature of relations, but this is hardly the case for qualities like color or shape. For
example, it is widely accepted that colors can be structured in different ways (e.g., RGB,
CMYK, HSB), that is, the colors themselves do not isolate a unique structure. In [9], it
has been shown that, given a quality kind, a singleontologicalexact resemblance relation
can generateall the qualities (calledqualia in [9]) relative to this kind. In such approach,
structuring relations are introduced directly on qualia and different structural constraints
can be applied to the same set of qualia.

In this paper, we assume a weaker position (that gives also a direct parallelism with
the construction of time) and introduce relations directly on the elements of the do-
main. This does not prevent us from considering them as ontological or as epistemo-
logical relations, and allows for a direct connection with the approach in [9]. Given this
assumption and the analogy between the construction of time and the construction of
quality kinds, in the next section we proceed by looking atquality structuresQS of
form 〈D,≡1, . . . ,≡n,R1

1, . . . ,R
1
m1
, . . . ,Rn

1, . . . ,R
n
mn
〉. Note that we concentrate on setsD of

generic objects. Thus,D may contain both objects and events, so that some classes rep-
resent the temporal quality, others physical qualities, etc. However, we look at qualities
in general and the analysis of the particular commonsense relationship between different
types of qualities is out of the scope of this paper.

2. Quality Change through Worlds

In the previous sections we motivated the use of a unique quality structureQS and ex-
plained the role of the relations in generating and structuring qualities. In particular, we
have seen that theexact i-resemblance for an entitya ∈ D is given by the equivalence
class built from≡i to whicha belongs.Similaritynotions, generally of qualitative or met-
rical nature, can be expressed via (combinations of) the structural relationsRi

1, . . . ,R
i
mi

.
In this section, we study how to compare entities living indifferent worlds. In a

sense,QS gives us all the tools to compare entities living in the same world, since the
quality structure encodes all the types of comparisons we are interested in. Things get
more complicated when there are different worlds. Let us add toQS a set of possible



worldsW and the relationbeing in a world. Writing a↓w for “a ∈ D is in the worldw”, we
considerQS = 〈D,W, ↓,≡1, . . . ,≡n,R1

1, . . . ,R
1
m1
, . . . ,R1

1, . . . ,R
n
mn
〉 and use this structure

to analyze different technical and philosophical positions.
A first approach is characterized bycross-worldequivalence which consists in as-

suming that the≡i relations are independent from↓, i.e., they apply to entities no matter
in which world they live. Although this setting seems to arise naturally from the one-
world case, it suffers from a puzzling problem. Note first that it must be possible that
some entity changes (at least some of) its qualities in different worlds. (If not, all the
worlds would look the same and we loose the reason for introducing them.) Now, if en-
tity a ‘persists’ through worlds (i.e.a exists in different worlds) anda’s quality of kind
i changes in two worlds wherea persists, then to which equivalent class of≡i doesa
belong? For example, letw , w′ with a↓w, a↓w′ and assumea is red inw and yellow
in w′. Assuming≡c is a cross-world relation for the color quality kind, we get a contra-
diction if we includea in the class of the red entities as well as if we put it in the class
of the yellow ones. Different solutions have been provided to this problem (and to the
analogous problem arising in the case of change through time). Here we sketch the more
relevant and focus on theendurantistsolution.

On one side of the spectrum we find David Lewis [8] who claims, analogously to the
stage theory[5], that entities cannot be in different worlds, they must beworld bound.
Lewis introduces a new relation,counterpart(C), to link similar entities in different
worlds and uses it to formally interpret the modal operators. Going back to the previous
example: ifa↓w, then nota↓w′ but there is a counterpart entitya′, i.e. an entity for which
C(a′,a), such thata′↓w′ anda is (say) red whilea′ is yellow. Therefore, with respect to
≡c, a belongs to the class of red entities whilea′ belongs to the class of yellow entities.
The weakness of this solution is that the counterpart relation must be taken as primitive
and whya′ (and not, say,a′′) is the counterpart ofa is not explained by the theory.

The intensionalinterpretation of the modality [3] matches up with theperdurantist
position with respect to change through time [13]. Here an entitya has aworld stage a/w
in each worldw to which it belongs, alsoa/w↓w′ is false wheneverw , w′. To formalize
the color example, one now has three entities,a, a/w, anda/w′ , and the≡c applies to
world stages only:a/w belongs to the class of red stages whilea/w′ belongs to the class
of yellow stages. Then, we can say thata is redat w, because it has a world stagea/w
that it is red (for criticisms of this reduction of predication to a world see [12,15]).

Theendurantistsolution [16,10] to cross-world change requires the introduction of
a world argument in the properties: entityx is not red in general, it can be red relatively
to a world which must be specified. The principal criticism to this solution regards thede
factonegation ofintrinsic properties: all the properties become relations with the worlds.

Our approach stems from this latter position. Assume the set of quality kinds is
fixed across possible worlds,4 and that equivalence and structuring relations arelocalized
to single worlds, i.e. qualities are word dependent. Leta,b be both inw, thena ≡i

w b
means thata i-resemblesb in the world w. Maybe, in another world,a and b do not
resemble each other with respect to the quality kindi. This means that the equivalence
classes themselves are local: the class of entities that are red inw could be completely
different from the class of entities that are red inw′. This approach weakens the standard
endurantist position. While endurantists are able to link the class of (say) red objects

4This assumption is not necessary but simplifies the comparison.



in w with the class of red objects inw′ (because they use a single red property with
an additional world-index), this move is not possible in our approach. All we know is
which quality kind the localized qualities refer to. Instead, the correspondence between
a quality inw and a quality inw′ is not given to us: given the class of red objects in one
world, one has no way to infer which class corresponds to it in a different world. A new
equivalence at the level of the qualities in the two worlds is needed. One way to obtain
it is by iterating the abstraction process. Alternatively, one could introduce an additional
primitive playing a role similar to the counterpart relation (here over qualities). However,
we are interested in understanding whether and on which assumptions such a link can
be derived without additional primitives. Once again a look at the construction of time
becomes helpful.

2.1. The construction of times in branching-worlds

Graeme Forbes [4] describes the construction of time-series from event-series via an ab-
straction process. In his approach, the construction is localized to worlds: in each world
he constructs a separate set of times on the basis of the events present in that world. Sim-
ilarly to the case of qualities, Forbes has to face the problem of relating across worlds the
result of the localized abstractions. Before analyzing the solution proposed by Forbes,
let us clarify the framework he adopts. The only entities he considers are events, in par-
ticular punctual events.5 The notion ofbranching worldsplays a central role in the con-
struction and he characterizes it in this way: “two worlds may share an initial segment
of their courses of history, diverging from each other only after a certain point. Such
worlds are called branching worlds.” ([4]. p.86). Two worlds share those events that lay
in the shared course of history while events in different branches (that is, after the worlds
separate) are necessarily different. Worlds that do not share an initial segment of their
course of history are totally apart and Forbes argues that no interrelationship between
them should be sought. In this setting, a single equivalence relation on events is enough
to construct (localized) times by independently applying it to the set of events present
in each world. Additionalprecedence(CT) anddistance(d) relations between events are
introduced, we will see below their roles.

Forbes’ proposal consists in reiterating the abstraction process. Once localized times
are obtained, he focuses on the branching relationship among worlds. Since this is an
equivalence relation, one can apply the abstraction process to worlds to obtain equiva-
lence classes of branching worlds: worlds are in the same branching class if and only if
they share some initial segment of their courses of history. The time relationship across
worlds is obtained by a new abstraction process that applies to the (localized) times of all
the worlds belonging to the same branching class. (Times in worlds belonging to differ-
ent branching class remain unrelated.) The abstraction that leads to equivalence classes
among localized times becomes possible because of the order and the distance relation-
ships and because any pair of worlds in the same branching class share a segment, i.e.,
at least two punctualtimes. Two timest1 andt2 in two different branches are said to be
equivalent if they have same distance from a timet shared by the two worlds:t1 ≡T t2 iff

5According to Forbes, punctual events are considered because they simplify the construction.



dT(t1, t) = dT(t2, t)6 andt CT t1, t CT t2. The class of times given by≡T is the time-series
for the whole branching class. Before proposing a generalization of this construction for
qualities, some observations are needed.

As we have seen, the assumption of a ‘shared segment’ of events in two branching
worlds plays a key role in the construction since it grants the alignment of the measure-
ment systems. Since most quality kinds are organised neither in one dimension nor lin-
early, the reference system needed to relate qualities in different worlds might be much
more complex than that used by Forbes. As a consequence, the required shared compo-
nent between two worlds might be much richer if it has to ensure that the quality kinds
can be compared and aligned. Also, we must be clear on the meaning of the term ‘shared
segment’. One might mean to say that there is (at least) an event that is in both worlds.
A stronger reading would imply that the worlds share (at least) one time, i.e., an equiva-
lence class of events. In Forbes’ work these two notions collapse because the equivalence
relation is defined in a whole branching class. However, when localized equivalences are
adopted, the two readings have different imports. Furthermore, in our localized environ-
ment if we usex, for which x↓w andx↓w′ , to align worldsw andw′ on qualityi, how can
we ensure thatx remains ‘the same’ in the two worlds at least with respect to the quality
kind i? We face a sort of circularity: we need a common reference system to compare
entities in different worlds and we need common entities to establish a shared reference
system. Forbes solution goes even further. He does not assume that there are different
segments sharing all the entities they contain. He actually claims that exactlythe same
segment is in the two worlds. With this stronger assumption, Forbes forces all the other
relations between entities to be shared as well.

2.2. Tuning the System with Epistemological Considerations

Our final goal is to find a way to align qualities in different possible worlds. The goal
is trivial if one has some external condition relating the qualities in one world to the
qualities in the others. Following Forbes, a more interesting case arises if one assumes
that some objects are invariant across worlds so that these furnish exact correspondences
between the equivalence classes to which they belong. We believe it is instructive (and
in some cases necessary) to start from a much weaker position. We will see that the
overall procedure we develop, which we dubtuning, often requires considerations that
go beyond the information contained in the given world structures. In these cases, we
discuss epistemological considerations that allow the procedure to go through. For this
reason, we call this anepistemological tuning.

In general, we make the overall assumption that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the quality kinds in the worlds and that, for eachi, each world has the
same number ofi-qualities.7 This correspondence is given beforehand. We illustrate the
basic idea by considering two worlds and a single quality kind. The abstraction process
we apply is local, that is,x ≡w y → (x↓w ∧ y↓w). Let w,w′ be the worlds and≡w,≡w′

the two relations. The tuning process consists in establishing a (motivated) correspon-

6Here the distance between times is not directly induced by the distance between events. Forbes assumes
that in the shared segment of the worlds there exist at least two eventse1 ande2 and uses these to fix a common
origin andunit of measure. Thus, one can define a uniquedT for the two worlds.

7An interesting complication (useful in applications) arises if we drop this assumption taking into account
worlds where quality kinds have different granularities.



dence between the qualities inw and the qualities inw′ which, in turn, makes possible
a comparison (with respect to the given quality kind) of objects in the two worlds. We
write qw� qw′ to state that qualityqw (an equivalence class inw) corresponds to quality
qw′ (an equivalence class inw′). For instance, ifqw is the class of red objects inw, then
qw� qw′ tells us thatqw is the class of red objects inw′.

We have seen that Forbes uses the ‘shared segment’ between two worldsw andw′ to
synchronize the events occurring in these branches. This segment designates whatw and
w′ have in common, their overlapping part so to speak. Our goal is to extend this notion
of ‘shared segment’ to general worlds (that is, to worlds where a branching relationship
is not defined) to make it applicable for objects and qualities. Given a quality, we want
to collect the elements the two worlds have in common with respect to this quality. In
other words, we want to isolate what remains constant throughw andw′ with respect to
the given quality.

We start from the objects that exist in bothw andw′. Since the objects can change
through worlds, we do not know if two entities equivalent inw are equivalent inw′

also; it is possible that an entity is red in bothw andw′ while another changes from
red in w to, say, brown inw′, or that all entities are red inw and brown inw′. This
situation is expressed formally by saying that fromx ≡w y ∧ x↓w′ ∧ y↓w′ one can infer
neitherx ≡w′ y nor qw � qw′ . To gather more information, we now investigate the
information conveyed by the relations compared in the structure. LetDw be the set of
entities inw, Rw the relationR restricted toDw, andε(R) the extension ofR. Formally,
Dw = {x ∈ D | x↓w}, Rw(x1, . . . , xn) if R(x1, . . . , xn) and x j ↓w for all relevant j, and
ε(R) = {〈x1, . . . , xn〉 |R(x1, . . . , xn)}. We writeF i

w,w′ for the set of common facts inw and
w′ with respect to a quality kindi, that is,

F i
w,w′ =

⋃ni

j=1(ε(Ri
j,w) ∩ ε(Ri

j,w′ )).

In our simplified case, the set of facts reduces toFw,w′ = ε(≡w) ∩ ε(≡w′ ).

We now look at particular cases to exemplify how one can use this information to
tune qualities and to show when there is need for further constraints.

Let Fw,w′ = {〈a1,a2〉, 〈a2,a3〉, 〈a1,a3〉}.8 Then, the three objectsa1, a2, anda3 are
indiscernible in both the worldsw andw′. Let q1

w be the quality inw to whicha1, a2, and
a3 belong, and similarly letq1

w′ be the quality inw′. Now, areq1
w andq1

w′ corresponding
qualities? To all effects, it is compatible with the available information to assume that the
three objects have not changed (with respect the given quality kind) in the two worlds so
that one can posit the equivalenceq1

w� q1
w′ . This choice is depicted in figure 1.a where

an equivalence class is graphically represented by a closed line (with its elements listed
inside) and the segment connecting the two classes shows that they correspond. Still, it is
possible that all three object changes “in the same way”. Things may be more complex.
Consider the situation depicted in figure 1.b in whichFw,w′ = {〈a1,a2〉}, a3 ≡w a1, and
¬a3 ≡w′ a1. Here onlya1 anda2 are equivalent in bothw andw′. This figure represents
the choice of takingq1

w � q1
w′ anda3 as changing object. However, we do not have

enough information to rule out other cases. For instance, it might be that botha1 anda2

actually change in the same way whileq1
w � q2

w′ . Finally, nothing stops us from the
more radical reading: all the objects actually change, two of which change in the same

8To simplify the notation, we omit all pairs〈ai ,ai〉 (reflexivity) as well〈a j ,ai〉 if 〈ai ,a j〉 is listed (symmetry).
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Figure 1. Possible equivalences between qualities in local abstraction processes.

way. These considerations show that additional assumptions need to be taken to justify
the correspondence between qualities.

In applications, one can often determine if the two worlds are really apart. For ex-
ample, consider two satellites and suppose we want to tune their color measurement sys-
tems. Let us say that we are given two sets of data about the same piece of land. In tun-
ing the systems, there is a spectrum of options to choose from. If we can assume that
the piece of land did not change to a considerable point during the interval in which the
data were collected (e.g., if the two sets are collected instantaneously and at exactly the
same time), then it is sensible to apply theminimal object change hypothesis(mOCH),
that is, the systems should be tuned taking the reading that forces the minimal number of
changes in the objects as illustrated in figures 1.a, 1.b, and 1.d. Figure 1.c shows that this
hypothesis might not be enough. In this figure, one object must change and yet we have
two alternatives:q1

w� q1
w′ (i.e.,a2 changes) andq1

w� q2
w′ (i.e.,a1 changes).

Suppose now that the satellites are two equivalent copies of the same satellite model.
The measurement systems they use are similar and, although they may not give exactly
the same values, they arequalitativelycompatible. Cases like this push us to consider
a condition here calledminimal structural change hypothesis(mSCH). In this reading,
structural relations become relevant because a strong structural similarity can be as-
sumed. If a local precedence relationCw is available, the number of possible correspon-
dences between qualities may decrease considerably. We show this with an example.
Consider figure 1.c and add a new object (namely,a3) to obtain figure 2.a. Both the sit-
uations in the figures 2.b and 2.c are compatible withmOCH. In the case of figure 2.c
botha2 anda3 do not change, but whilea3 Cw a2, we havea2 Cw′ a3. Instead, the case
in figure 2.b gives us two unchanging objects (a1 anda3) while preserving their order as
well (a3 Cw a1 anda3 Cw′ a1). Therefore, if we have reasons to assume a strong corre-
spondence betweenCw andCw′ , we have a criterion to prefer the tuning of figure 2.b to
that of figure 2.c.

It is easy to construct some other example in whichmOCH andmSCH do not in-
dividuate a unique correspondence between qualities. But the real issue is that the two
hypotheses are independent: their interaction may lead to inconsistent results and they
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Figure 2. Possible equivalences between local qualities in the presence of local structuring relations.

must be used with some care. Take the situation in figure 2.d. A possible correspondence
is shown in figure 2.e where no change in objects is presupposed. However, here the
precedence relationships in the two worlds are incompatible. The correspondence in fig-
ure 2.f complies with the precedence constraints but presupposes the change of two (or
more) objects. One can verify that there is no way to satisfy bothmOCH andmSCH.
If a choice has to be made (among which we include the choice of adopting weakened
versions of the two hypotheses), it should be based on further information. For example,
if we know that there is just one satellite that collected the two sets of data about a piece
of land with an interval of six months, then hypothesismSCH becomes more reliable
and we can favor the correspondence of figure 2.f over that of figure 2.e.

Once we have reached a motivated correspondence between qualites inw and qual-
ities in w′, we should be able to say how and in which cases the correspondence can
be used to compare objects in the two worlds. From the abstraction processes, one can
define a cross-world equivalence relation between objects inw and objects inw′:

x ≡w,w′ y , x ∈ qw ∧ y ∈ qw′ ∧ qw� qw′

This allows us to compare those objects that belong to qualities connected by the cor-
respondence and the information we have gathered so far is not enough to relate other
objects or qualities. The situation changes when structural relations are added. Let us go
back to the familiar case of the precedence relation. Suppose that we have motivated (or
inferred) a correspondence for whichq1

w � q1
w′ andq3

w � q3
w′ . Also, let us say that

q1
w Cw q2

w Cw q3
w, andq1

w′ Cw′ q2
w′ Cw′ q3

w′ and no direct correspondence has been posited
betweenq2

w andq2
w′ . If there is only one quality between classesq1

w andq3
w, and so be-

tween classesq1
w′ andq3

w′ , then statements that hold for objects inq2
w can be rephrased



for objects inq2
w′ and vice versa. We can then extend the correspondence between qualia

in the two worlds withq2
w � q2

w′ . Furthermore, if the two systems are based on the
same metric (the strategy adopted by Forbes), all we need is a minimal correspondence
that fixes the reference system and the measurement unit in the two worlds.9 From this
information, the correspondence extends naturally to all the qualities in these worlds.

Finally, what can we say ifF i
w,w′ = ∅? We can look for a sequence of worlds

w,w1, . . . ,wn,w′ such thatF i
w,w1
, ∅, F i

wn,w′
, ∅, andF i

wr ,wr+1
, ∅, for 1 ≤ r < n, and

obtain an indirect tuning ofw andw′. If such a sequence does not exists, our procedure
cannot provide a correspondence and further assumptions must be taken into account.
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